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EARLY OPERATION EXPERIENCE ON THE ERDA/NASA 100 kW

WIND TURBINE

By Sohn C. Glasgow and Bradford S. Linscott

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

INTRODUCTION

The 100 I-IV Experimental Wind Turbine is a part of the national wind
energy program under the direction of 'the Energy Research and Develop-
went Administration (ERDA). The NASA Lewis Research Center has
designed, built and erected this machine near Sandusky, Ohio, and is
currently testing it to obtain engineering data on large horizontal

t
axis wind turbines.

The wind turbine has a 125 foot diameter two-bladed rotor (ref. 1)
which drives a 100 kW capacity synchronous generator through a step-up
gear box. The rotor is positioned downwind of a 100-foot steel truss 	 !
tower as pictured in Figure 1. Tha rotor is designed to operate at a ^J
constant speed of 40 rpm, and it drives a 480 volt 60 hz, three-phase
generator at 1800 rpm. Constant rotor speed is maintained by con-
trolling the blade pitch angle with an active feedback control. system.
The rotor, generator, transmission and associated equipment are
muual'ted in a nacelle, Figure 2, which can be yawed to align the rotor
with the wind. Power, instrumentation and control connections to the
ground are made through slip rings.

The turbine was designed to begin generating power in winds of 10 mph
(100 'Peet), and produce 100 kW at a wind velocity of 18 mph. In
winds above 18 mph, the generator continues to operate at a 100 kW
output by adjusting the pitch of the rotor to spill the excess wind
energy. When the wind velocity exceeds 40 mph, 'the blades are
feathered to bring the rotor 'to a stop in a horizontal position. A
brake is then applied at the high-speed drive shaft to lock the rotor
blades against rotation.

Final assembly of the machine was completed in September 1975 (ref. 2),
and it became operational in October. In December 1975 the machine
first achieved its design speed of 40 rpm and produced 100 kW of
power. During the course of these initial operations, data was taken
on the rotor, blades, the nacelle and the tower. Some of this data
describes the coupled dynamic response of the machine. Selected
portions of this data are presented and discussed in this report, along
with a brief description of the instrumentation.

V
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INSTRr IMENTATION

The 1X10 kW wind LLH ,bine data system provides approximately 100 channels
of real-time continLIvus information. Some of this data is dic-ussed
below.

1. Wind veloe^ity and azimuth From a meteorological tower.
2. W111d velocity and nacelle yaw angle relative to the wind,

Krum the wind turbine nacelle as shown in riouve 1.
i. 'Sower deflections x and y.
11. Nacelle, acce.leratluns 9c, y and t at the rotor shaft

bearing support oiearest to the rotor.
^. RoLor blade pitch angle.
6, Rotor blade bending; moments, indicaL-ing beamwise (P6) and

chordwi.se (Mid bending at two stations along the blade span.
7. Rotor shalt torque (Mz) and bending moments ILx and M,y.
8. Rotor speed and blade position.
9. Alternator output.

k'igures i and 1 1 =give a schematic representation of 't-hese measurements,
their location on the wind turbine, and the sign convention of each.
The data reported herein were taken on st-r-p chart recorders. Com-
posites of this data is shoc,m in Figures Sa through tad. Each set of
data is time, correlated, the Tl and T2 lines referring; to the
Same instant of time Promo chart to chart. The time in seconds and
the Lime when blade 41 passes through the 290 o point- is indicated
on the top and bottom of each data figure.

DiSCUISS M 01' TEST DATA

Design Spend at Reted Power

The measured moment data shown in Figures 5a, 5b and Sc were talcen
when the wind turbine was operating; at 40 'rpm and producing; 100 I eW of
power. The wind was From the south--west at 211.2 0, with a velocity of
26 mph. The rotor horizon-tal axis of rotation was oriented almost due
east-west at 2b2 o, or 200 off of the wind Ilirection as indicated b,
the meteorological tower. The meteorological tower is located
about 700 feet southwest of the 100 IOV wind turbine. The rotor
blade beamwise bending moment ( glum shown iit Figure na at blade radial
station 40 varied from 0. to -130,000 ft-1bs for each rotor^ revolution.
Negative beamwise bending moments cause the rotor blade to deflect out
of the plane of rotation toward the tower structure.

Wined speed measurements ncear the sides of the tower indicate that the
wind velocity on the downwind side of the tower is substantially
reduced with respect to the free streams wind velocity as a result of
air flow blockage by the tower s'-ructural members. As the rotor
blade passes downwind of the tower, it enters a w id stream of rela-
tively low velocity or the so-called 1°tower shadoc.^." Tho blade
responds to a combination of (1) the relative absc,,nLc c,t wind Loads
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due to tower shadow and (2) the continual ])ending; moonents induced by
centrifugal- loads due to the rotational speed and the 7 0 blade cone
an l;l_e. The maximum bewnwise bending moment response of the blade
occurs at about	 = 35".

The beamwise bending moment at radial station 370 appears to be
similar in wave fOPM and in phase with the beamwise bending; moment
at station 1 10. as shown in 171,guve 5a. The wave form and phase for
the chordwise bending.; moment at station 40 is generally similar 'to
that at station 370, as seen in Hgure Sa. This implies 'that the
blade .is bend.ing similarly LL) a cantilevered beam. The magnitudes
for these mean and cycl_ie bending moments are suoivarized in Table 1.
The blade pltoh angle settling varied from -10 0. 'to -99 with respect
to the chordlineat 0.75 r,'12. The low speed shaft torque shown in
figure 3b variedbetween 18,000 ft-lbs and 32,400 ft-lbs, while the
power fluctuated from 93 MV to 100 hIV.

The tower displacements at the 83 ft. level varied from -.15 to i•.4
inches along the x direction asa.s defined in i'igure 5c. Tower dis-
placements in tite y direction were small compared to deflections
in the x direction also shown in figure 5c.

Data. from the accelerometers mounted oat the bearing support, nearest
the voL-or blades were recorded as shown in Figure Sc. Fourier
analvsis of the data taken from the accelerometer measuring vertical
accelerations	 (S)	 indicates a high 10P (10 cycles per rotor
revolution) content. Response from the accelerometer measuring
horizontal acceleration 	 (,X)	 indicates a combination of tower
and nacelle moL-lon when compares] with the Lower deflections at 83 Ft.

The data, shown in Figure U. was Laken when the wind turbine was
operating at X10 rpm and zero power. The wind velocity, wind direction
and nacelle direction, with respect to the wind direction, were
identical to the conditions experienced during operation at design
speed and rated power.

As in file powered condition, the beamwise and chordwise Mending
moment wave forms at blade radial station 40 are similar "_'I the wave
forms at station 370 shown in Figure G. These mean and cyclic ;,lade
bending; moments are suimiarized in "fable 1. It is noted that an
increase in blade mean and cyclic bending moments occur when the power
is reduced from 100 MV to 0 kh'. for example, the beamwise mean bend-
ing moment at station 370 increased by 43171', when the power was reduced.
The large increase in the mean blade beamwise bending moment is clue
to a decrease in the thrust -Loading on the blades during operation
at zero power. As shown in Figure G the blade pitch angle was set at
about -12.5 1 while maintaining LJO rpm at zero power
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Emergency Feather

During operation at 1111 rpm anti 0. MV, a liquid level sensor sensed
a low hydraulic oil level in the reservoir feeding" the hydraulic
puruup. ']'he hydraulic puump soppl.i es o.i.l to the blade pitch control
actuators through an elecLro-hl+cdraulic servovalve. When a low
hydraulic oil supply is sensed, emergency shutdown is initiated and
tine contl'01 system automat.ical_ly activates a rapid collective change
in the blade pitch angle. The 'Made pitch angle changes from the
operating pitch angle ( _ 0 1) ) to the full feather pitch angle (	 900).
This rapid blade pitch angle change is referred to as an "emergency
:feather. °'

The test data shown in Figure 7 indicates that the blade pitch angle
changed from -bo to - 89.v0 in about 20 seconds. ']'die rotor speed
cdoureased from 110 r,pai to 0 rpn in about 23 seconds.

maxiimm,, Bieamw:ise bending moments at station 40 and 370 occurred at
1.7 and 1. 1 i seconds respectively after initiation of the emergency
feather. At station 40, the maximum beamwise bending moment
measured was -160,000 ft-lbs and at station 370, - 117,000 ft-lbs.

A maxiiiriLmr chor^dwisc bendliu , moment. at sL-ation 4n, of -96,000 ft-lbs
occur°r = ccl 1.1 g eeontls after initiation o1` the emergency feather, with
moms-nts approaching this value at 2.8 and 4.8 seconds after initia-
tion. The maximum value for shaft torsion, at 8,000 ft-lbs, occurred
Lit 2.	 seconds al`L'cr in.it_i.aL Vain.

System Ilesprainse to Motor Speed Variation

Ngures 8a through 8d prescnt a set of circumstances which depict the
clause interaetuon between system dynamics anti rotor speed. During
this phase of opei,atien the wind speed, indicated by the nacelle
anemometer. was varying between 22 and .17 noph.

It was difficult l'or the conttPol system to maintain constant rotor
speed as shown In figure Sa. Prover output was constant- at 1 10 Icly.
As rotor speed increases from i8 rpm to 40 rpm chordw°ise motion Of
the n°otor blades indicated by the bending*, moment traces,traces, Mn, at
stations 1 10 anti 770 increased. Beamwise bending response also
increases. The right hand half of the beamwi.se bending moment trace
at station 40 shows a large cyclic or asymmetric motion of the rotor
blades. This is indicated by the two or three cvcles of symmetric
response signals. in the station LID trace. At Lhe same time, the
rotor shat"t torque, %Iz, shown in Fi6ure 8b, indicates a large
oscillatory response to the inplane blade motions each time the
rotor speed changes from 38 to 40 rpm. The tower and nacelle also
exhibit large response during each occurrence. as shown in figure 8c.

Thls conditl0n. is illustrative of the importance of dynamic response
considerations in the design of Large wind turbines. For 'the
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condition cited, a rotor blade chordwise bending moment increase of
50 and rotor shal'L- torque oscillations with a peak-to-pealk magnitude
of 1.8 times the design torgrue are experienced as the machine speed
is varied by only 2 rpm. This condition will require the selection
of a new rotor operaLirg„ speed. or some umodil`ication of the rotor
blades themselves to reduce the clhordwise bending response at or
nearthe selected rotor speed. RepeaL-ed occurrences of this con-
dithooi durin,g, normal operation o f- the machine cannot be tolerated.
We are currcnLly assessing Hie various options available to correct
this situation.

Comparison of 'rest Data WiLh Analysis

The WSTAB-WT computer pro lgram for analysis of rotor loads and
response (ref. -3) was developed for use in the helicopter .industry
and has been adapted for wind turbine rotor analysis.

FIL-cure 9 presents a comparison of predicted loads obtained from
the Mos"TAli program and the measured data. The loads p7edicted by
analysis are shown lov two Lower shadow values, & V I V - .25
(mild Lower shadow) and 	 1.0 (max-imum tower shadow).

The effecLs of tower shadow are modeled in the MOS'VAB code by
Lreatinp.; the shadow as a sector area of lower-velocity air, as
de;jicted in rigure 10. As indicated in rigyure 9. L-ocrer shadow
has a major^ influence oui the beamwise bending; load on tine blade.
At the time of design, tower shadow was represented by a velocity
decrement, rav'v	 .25 over a sector angle of 18 0, which is con-
sistent with t y re data presented in ref. 4.

`il'ae recenL tests showed blade loads which are significantly higher
than those predicted using a velocity decrement of 0.25. Because
of those hi.„her^ loads, additional analysis was conducted in order
to determine what velocity decrement is needed to produce these
loads. The measured loads can he reproduced analytically by a
v Joel tv decremaenL 	 v v or 0.93.

Recent wind tunnel tests conducted at NASA-Lewis have indicated
that tower shadow velocity decrement can equal or exceed this
selected value of 0.93 in small local areas downwind of specific
tower members. but the wind tunnel data do not support- the use
of this large a velocity decrement over the entire sector area
behind Hie tower.

The present MOSTAIi simulaLion for loads analysis includes only
one blade degree of freedom and no nacelle or tower flexibility.
Modirication of the ^1OSTAB computer s:iunulation to include more
degrees or i'`r^eedoum in the rotor and the effect of tower and
nacelle motion will result in an unproved simulation and will
lil.ely agree more closely with the measured data.

„7^ IS
ol
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vork is rreal-hr; rompleL;on on this n°evised computer progrrain. when
the pro-„'morn is complete, we will have eapability for including
RmOAiple depnrees of' freedoinn in the rotor and the dynamies of tine
Lowei°. tine nacelle, drive train and control system in addition to
aerodynamics and performance considerations that we presently }rave.

Concluding itemarhs

Tcsting,' of the 100 â--W wand turbine to date has been limited to a
veiat.ivel.y few hours of total run time. However, this initial
operation has already resulted in informaLlon valuable to the
Wind Cnergy Program.

Early Lest u ,esults have empinaslzed L-he innportanee of Lower shadow
considerations in rotor and towel , designs. The initial des!.-ns
were based oil 	 tower-shadow velocity decrement of 25 percent-, a
value consistent w:iLh ref. 4. 'Vest results indicated L-haL- this
tower shadow did not adequately describe the Mod-O case and that
a scubstanlial.ly higher velocity dccrement should be used. As a
result of impact of tower shadow (in blade and tower loads, tower
desitrns that reduce tower shadow should be investigate: in design
studies, wind tunnel tests. and tests of wind turbines.
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NOMENCLATURE

rctuv blade LuWsloil moment (ft-lhs)

rutur Vs',dade heamtVise moment (ft-lbs)

votoi° blade ehurdiv y se inument (fL--Ibs)

low sllecd shalt bending, moments (rt-lbs)

l_ow speed shalt cors:ion momelit

wind speed (aor_iies pcx° huar.^)

edland"c .d11 iduud VOIC) ^lLy (m.Ues pLu hour)

i" ,ce stl •eaw wind velocity (Mules per ;lour)

horizvnta l axis normal to low speed shaft

vortical axis normal to low speed shaft

hol lizorlta.l eu;.is Ilarallcl to lol'o speed shaft

putor azimuthal position (de a°ee )

llace!1le an,lc measured .£rum ma,g, netle north (degu*ues)

BPlnd RIV-'be IVOEIS iLlred from magnetic porch (degrees)

navel l e ang] e at yaw relative to wind vector

0^1^0o Q^^^y
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